In original publication of this article, the tables were cited incorrectly in the footnote of Table 5 . The correct footnote is given below: * Significant at 0.05 level; ** significant at 0.01 level; *** significant at Bonferroni corrected 0.001 level a Elaborated form of the factors/variables that are shown in Table 1 b Mean difference in adaptive capacity between reference group (I) and comparison group (s) (Ji); Ji = J1, J2, J3, …. Jn. Reference group is always indicated by (I) c Indicates computation of mean difference in adaptive capacity between reference group (I) and comparison group(s) is not necessary since in earlier Table 4 it is shown that the influence of that particular factor on that particular dimension of adaptive capacity is not significant even at 0.05 level. For illustrative purpose let us consider factor/variable ''age''. Table 4 reports that only adaptive capacity against ''loss of employment in offshore activities'' and ''crisis of potable water and public health risk'' are significantly influenced by ''age''. That means respondent's ''age'' does not have any significant influence on other 3 major dimensions of impacts of SLR on livelihood (see Table 4 ). Therefore, in Table 5 mean difference in adaptive capacity (against that 3 major categories) among various age groups are not computed (marked as ''n/a'')
